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With the January 1st 2013 in sight, group housing will soon become a reality for all Irish

producers. Systems that work for one may not work for another. Group system design and

management features associated with high sow welfare standards include:

1. Small group size (max. 10 sows)

Smaller groups (<10 sows) are often associated with higher standards of sow welfare.

However, one of the downsides of very small groups is that even under legal space allowances

the amount of ‘shared space’ is minimal compared to in larger groups. This is exacerbated by

the use of simple four sided pen designs which means that sows in small groups have nowhere

to hide during aggressive encounters. In such systems, sows can suffer from high levels of

social stress which can have a detrimental impact not only on welfare but also on reproductive

performance.

2. Minimal remixing

As mixing with unfamiliar animals is an unnatural phenomenon for pigs it is stressful and

should be minimised at all stages. Sows in large dynamic groups are continuously exposed to

the stresses of re-mixing. The composition of the group changes weekly with sows leaving to

farrow and recently mated sows re-entering the group. However, the benefits associated with

the large amounts of shared space in such systems generally outweigh this problem. Most

importantly there is ample space for subordinate and otherwise vulnerable sows to avoid the

aggressive encounters arising at the introduction of new sows each week.

3. Adequate space so subordinate sows can avoid dominants

In commercial settings where space is minimal, levels of aggression often remain high long

after fighting to re-establish the dominance hierarchy has settled down. This can be a source

of chronic stress for all the group members but the subordinates suffer most. The problem can

be partially overcome by providing divisions or hide areas so that sows can avoid or escape

from aggression. This is why full-length, free access stalls work so well. Sows are not only

protected from aggression during feeding but can also use the stalls to escape from an

aggressive attack or to avoid dominant animals altogether.

Another benefit of free-access stalls or dividing walls used to create escape areas for sows is

that sows have more upright surfaces to lie against. Sows like to steady themselves against a

wall while lying down which is why pen perimeters are usually in such demand as lying areas.



4. Synchronised feeding

As sows prefer to eat at the same time feeding systems that facilitate this will obviously

provide better welfare. However, the proviso is that sows are also protected from aggression

while feeding (e.g. free-access or self closing stalls). If not, as in the case of dump or long

trough feeding the welfare benefits associated with synchronised feeding can be outweighed by

the stress and injuries arising from fighting between the sows for access to the food. This

problem can be partially alleviated by feeding higher fibre diets and/or reducing the frequency

of feeding.

Obviously sows cannot feed simultaneously in electronic sow feeders (ESF). However, this

does not pose a huge welfare problem in most well designed and well managed modern ESF

systems as queuing is minimised.

5. Functionally distinct locations

Free-living pigs maintain functionally distinct zones for sleeping (nest), dunging and feeding

and these areas never overlap. If provided with distinct areas for resting and dunging sows

will generally use them appropriately and there are welfare benefits associated with this

natural behaviour. For example, designated lying areas encourage uninterrupted, calmer

resting by sows where they are less likely to be stood on or attacked during competition for

access to resources (i.e. feeders, drinkers or environmental enrichment). In the absence of

distinct dunging and lying areas sows tend to excrete randomly in the pen and entire areas can

become wet, dirty and slippery. This not only poses a high risk of claw damage and lameness

but results in dirty and therefore unhygienic sows. Consider the case of fully slatted, finisher

style pens with long troughs where all but the perimeter of the pen is usually wet and slippery.

As the sows race up and down along the trough prior to feed delivery a lot of slipping and

falling occurs. This is a major cause of the high levels of lameness associated with this group

housing system.

Legislation states that a minimum floor area of at least 1.3 square metres (pregnant sow), or

0.95 square metres (pregnant gilt), should be made up of a continuous solid floor and no more

than 15% of the floor area should consist of openings designed for drainage. Although the

wording is somewhat ambiguous the intention is that sows should be provided with a lying

area that is functionally distinct from the rest of the pen albeit in that the floor is solid or at

least ‘more solid’ than the flooring in the rest of the pen. One interpretation of this legislation

is to provide no more than 15% void throughout the whole pen thereby deeming the entire

floor area suitable for lying. The problem with this is that the absence of functionally distinct

zones means that the entire area of the pen is also deemed suitable for dunging by the sows!



6. No more than partial areas of slatted flooring (i.e. solid areas for lying)

When it comes to leg problems and sow longevity, floor quality is more important than any

other design feature of group housing systems. Lameness is a bigger welfare problem for

group housed sows kept on partially or fully slatted concrete flooring without any bedding

than it is for sows in crates on the same flooring. Levels of claw and joint lesions are similar

in both systems but the activity and aggression inherent to group systems means that

damage to the feet caused by the floor is more likely to lead to lameness.

In the scientific literature fully slatted floors are consistently associated with higher rates of

culling for lameness in group systems. Heinonen et al. (2006) found that sows on slatted

floors had twice the odds of being lame and 3.7 times the odds of being severely lame than

sows on solid floors. While this holds true for fully slatted floors in general, not all slatted

floors are equal. Slats with a rib width of 125mm offer better support for the sow’s foot than

80mm wide slats and are therefore less likely to contribute to lameness. The latter is

specified as a minimum width in the legislation with a minimum slot or gap width of 20mm.

If there is a desire to keep culling and deaths due to lameness to a minimum then the best

compromise is to provide sows with some areas of solid flooring (for lying and preferably

covered with at least some bedding and/or mats) and to make the slatted areas as safe and

comfortable as possible for walking (>80mm rib width).


